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This is the third book is a funny and heart-

warming series about friendships, heroism and

a disability which turns into a super power that

can help solve mysteries. The books are

written as a series, but can be read

independently of one another. The rst book

won the "Tween Book of the Year Award

2022" given by the Copenhagen Children's

Book Libraries.

Pernille Bønløkke Toustrup studies at the

Danish Manuscript School for Children's

Literature.

Sophie Souid is an award-winning Danish

children's book author known for her great

humourous writing.
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Available material: English sample of the

rst book.
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World except: Danish

SYNOPSIS

Holly's super hearing is brought into play when her older brother, Kian, lands in

big trouble.

A psycho-seldom and very precious tiger gure from 1968 has disappeared from

the super hero store, Hidden Heroes - and Kian gets the blame. But Kian has

disappeared, just like the gure, and soon Holly and her two heroic friends,

Magnus and Jose, are deeply entangled in a complex fraud case involving

precious antiques and key players all over town. Someone has come up with a

mean and pro table trick. But who? And why? The three friends need to

investigate the world of the super nerds to solve the mystery and they need all

their usual courage to do so.

The books about the hearing-impaired Holly touch upon the sense of feeling like

an outsider, but also the strength in discovering that it can be an asset not to be

like everyone else.
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